Name:

Start:

White: private land, especially around smaller
buildings. Around larger buildings (stores,
apartment complexes) it is less private.

Score:

Finish:

Green: public land
Magenta: school area
Blue: water
Grey: buildings

10: What is crossing?
11: When was this building listed for preservation?
12: How many pipes are sticking up from the
ground?
13: Little free library charter number (sorry,
missing, just take a picture)?
14: What age is this playground designed for?
15: How many volunteers?
16: What is in this corner?
17: Title of the statue with the three children?
18: Number above door?
19: What is on the front page?
20: Year on the front of the locomotive?
21: What is the time in the sculpture?
22: How many flags with the children?
23: What animal is the silver statue?
24: What animals are around the trees?

Map legend

Vegetation isn’t mapped except for a couple of
things:
Orange: open area
Light brown: paved area
Don’t go anywhere where you wouldn’t
otherwise go.
North is up.

1 point

2 points

3 points

30: Which family is buried here?
31: How many benches in this park?
32: The NW bench, who is it in honour of?
33: What shape do the two benches form?
34: Number of steps leading to the school?
35: When does the park close?
36: What colour is the feeder on the NE side of the
tree?
37: Three letters on the side of the green
container?
38: Little free library charter number?
39: What is the phone number of the realtor?
40: Number on top of the fire hydrant, starts with
F59.
41: Green/grey utility box, 3-digit number?
42: What kind of a tree is this?
43: What is the GoLive number of this bus stop?
44: Which family is buried in the last row to the
West?
45: What is on the bottom of the sign?
46: How many benches around the basketball
court?

50: What colour is the fence by the pond?
51: Green/grey utility box number, P...?
52: Silver Chrysler Pacifica without a license plate,
which wheel is flat?
53: What is the last letter of the sign on the pole
after B721?
54: Name of the field?
55: Which painter's quote is engraved on the SW
end of the bridge?
56: How many wetlands?
57: How many sides does the gazebo have?
58: What colour is the dog on the fire hydrant?
59: Playground hours?

